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GOVERNMENT OF INDIA 
DEPARTMENT OF SPACE 

INDIAN SPACE RESEARCH ORGANISATION 
NATIONAL REMOTE SENSING CENTRE 

BALANAGAR, HYDERABAD-500 037 
 

PERSONNEL AND GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 
RECRUITMENT SECTION 

 
No:NRSC-RMT-1-2024/FAQ             िदनांकDT. 24.01.2024 
 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
 

 This is with reference to the Advt. No. NRSC-RMT-1-2024 dated 22.01.2024 wherein online 
applications are invited for the posts of Scientist/Engineer ‘SC’, Medical Officer ‘SC’, Nurse ‘B’ & Library 
Assistant ‘A’ from the eligible candidates. In this connection, all applicants are once again requested to go 
through the detailed advertisement and read all the instructions carefully before applying online. Further, 
the candidates may go through the following: 
 

1. I wish to apply for the post(s) against NRSC advertisement No: NRSC-RMT-1-2024 dated 
22.01.2024. I am unable to find the Link. Can you please send the direct link? 
 

Answer: Link for applying online is available in the “CAREERS” portal of NRSC Website 
www.nrsc.gov.in. Please click on the ‘Apply online button of the corresponding advertisement. 

2. Is there any age relaxation for the reserved categories like SC/ST/OBC for the advertised posts? 
 

Answer:As there is no vacancy reserved for the SC/ST/OBC category, no age relaxation will be 
available to the candidates belonging to these categories. However, Age relaxation is being provided 
to Persons with Benchmark Disabilities (PwBD), Ex-Servicemen, Departmental Candidates as per 
Government of India orders. 

3. Who is considered as Departmental candidate? 
 

Answer: Candidate who has rendered atleast 3 years continuous service in a post under the 
Central Government is considered as Departmental candidate. 

4. I am employed in Central Government. However I have not completed 3 years of service. Whether, 
in the online application I should select option ‘Yes’ or ‘No’? 
 

Answer: You  should select  the  option  “No”  if,  you  have   not  completed  3  years of 
continuous  service.  However,   you   are   required to produce NOC at   the  time of interview, if 
short-listed or as and when called for by ISRO. 

5. I have pursued Dual/ Integrated Degree. How do I enter my percentage of marks/ CGPA in the 
online Application? 
 

Answer: 
i. Where a CGPA/ Percentage for Graduation and Post-Graduation is mentioned separately in 

the Dual/ Integrated Degree Certificate, CGPA/ Percentage of the Graduation and Post-
Graduation shall be entered separately in the respective fields in the online application, as per 
the certificates. 

 

ii. Where a common CGPA/ Percentage applicable for the entire course of study only mentioned 
in the Dual/ Integrated Degree Certificate, final CGPA/ Percentage as mentioned in the Dual/ 
Integrated Degree Certificate as applicable for the entire course of study, the same shall be 
entered for Graduation & Post Graduation in the online application. 

 

iii. Where a University does not prescribe any CGPA/ Percentage in Dual/ Integrated Degree 
Certificate, the cumulative CGPA/ Percentage as per Final/ Consolidated Mark sheet, as 
applicable for the entire course of study shall be entered in the online application. 

 

iv. The above criteria will apply uniformly regardless of whether or nor a University/ Institution 
prescribes a formula to derive the CGPA/ Percentage for Graduation/ Post Graduation in its 
Dual/ Integrated Degree Certificate. 

6. I have registered online in NRSC e-recruitment application software. But when I try to login, a pop-
up is being displayed as your account is in-active. How do I activate my account? 
 

Answer: Upon registration, candidates may kindly activate their account through an activation 
link sent to their registered mail id.  Candidates are advised to check their spam/ junk folders too 
for the activation link email. 
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7. Queries pertaining to essential/ pre-essential education qualifications. 
 

 Answer: candidates are advised to refer the detailed advertisement as available on NRSC website. 
Candidates are advised to check and confirm their eligibility with the advertised qualification 
before applying online. Candidates will be required to substantiate their claim for fulfilling 
advertised norms as and when asked for. Decision of NRSC in this matter / any other matter 
pertaining to the advertisement shall be final and binding on the candidates. 

8.  I am employed in Govt./PSU/Autonomous Body and   I   am   under   probation.  My Organisation 
will not issue NOC.  Is it allowed, if I resign my organization, in case of selection in ISRO/I will give 
an undertaking to produce NOC at a later stage? 

  
 Answer: NOC from the current employer is mandatory to attend the Interview/ Skill Test. 

9.  I   am   working   in   a   private   sector/MNC.  Am  I   supposed  to  submit   No  Objection 
 Certificate? 

 

 Answer: No. 
10.  I have gained employment under Central/State Govt/PSU/Autonomous  Body  in  the recent past. 

Is NOC required for attending the written test/interview, as my employment status was different at 
the time of applying for the post? 

  
 Answer: A candidate who may  gain/change employment after applying for the  post, is required  
to  inform  the   employer  the   particulars  of  his/her  application  and   shall mandatorily 
submit NOC at the time of Interview. 

11.  I have registered under  National Career Services (NCS) Portal. Do I still have to apply online? 
  
 Answer: Yes. The candidates registered under  National Career Services (NCS)  portal and  
fulfilling  the  eligibility conditions may  visit NRSC website @ www.nrsc.gov.in and follow the 
application procedure as stated in the advertisement/notification. 

12.  My College/Institute/University name does not appear in the list given? Which university should I 
select? 

  
 Answer: You may select “others” option available in the drop down menu. 

13.  I have applied/registered successfully.  What all documents I have to send to NRSC? Whether 
Application Print out has to be sent? Whether I have to send my Photo? Where to upload my 
Photo? 

  
 Answer: Candidates need not send any documents to NRSC; however candidates have to produce 
the original documents, as and when required by the office. Candidates who are employed under  
Central/State Government, Public Sector Undertakings, Autonomous Bodies etc.  have to submit 
`No Objection Certificate’ from the  employer concerned, at the time of Interview or as and when 
called for by NRSC. 

14.  Whether the posts ‘Scientist/Engineer-SC’ are meant for only Schedule Caste candidates? 
  
 Answer: SCIENTIST/ENGINEER ‘SC’ is only A DESIGNATION and  does not pertain to any specific 
caste/religion etc. 

15.  I wish to apply for the post of Scientist/Engineer ‘SC’.Is there   any relaxation in Educational 
Qualification/Marks for SC/ST/OBC/PwBD Candidates? 
 

 Answer:  No.   There    is   no   relaxation   in   Educational   Qualification/Marks   for   any 
categories. 

16. Queries pertaining to Technical issues including non-receipt of OTP on mobile number or not 
showing “OTHER” option in the list of universities while applying online. 
 

 Answer: Candidates may contact NRSC technical team on 040-23884045 (from 1000 Hrs to 1700 
Hrs on working days). 

17.  In case of any general queries, candidate may contact on 040-23884030 (from 1000 Hrs to 1700 
Hrs on working days) 

 
 

 


